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Yosmet Crusher

Yosmet Crusher is a player character played by Eisenhorn (WIP).

Yosmet Crusher

Species: ID SOL
Gender: Male

Age: 30
Height: 2.8m (9'5“)
Weight: 738lbs

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Heavy Weapons Support/Infantry

Rank: Santo Hei
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

YSS Eucharis1.
YSS Aeon2.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 2.8m (9'5)
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Mass: 738lbs
Measurements:

Build and Skin Color: Abnormally broad even for an ID Sol and massively muscular. Built beyond built
and quite tanned. A few nicks and scars pop hithero, but nothing noticeable.

Eyes and Facial Features: Rugged and quite jovial defines Yosmets expression with calm blue eyes the
center of such.

Ears: Basic human ears.

Hair Color and Style: Bald, but with a rather well trimmed, full beard.

Distinguishing Features: Abnormally broad at the chest and muscles atop muscles clearly defining his
massive strength.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: A determined explorer and former veteran; Yosmet deviates greatly from 'normal', ID
SOL behavior by the fact that he isn't anti-anything! Of course he still enjoys the good ol' booze
and hell-to-the-yeah when it comes to big ass guns and massive as all get out booms…but he
doesn't hate the 'cats', as everyone on Nep calls them. He actually likes their culture! Surprise,
surprise, eh? Yosmet's chiseled features and massive musculature hide true the intelligence behind
that relaxed and selfless he puts on whilst hanging with the crew and truly only pops out at the
most direst of times; strategies formed in a blink, battles won when all thought turned to retreat.
Yosmet's simply not your average ID Sol. Not at all. He's just a friendly giant you sure as hell never
wanna piss off unless you wish to be the first person to go from tip to stern through an entire ship,
head first.

Likes: Big guns, little cat people, lifting big things and learning about new cultures at times.
Dislikes: Raw fish and seeing comrades hurt.
Goals: To serve well and honorably.

History

Family (or Creators)

ID-SOL Cloning Facility on Nepleslia

Pre-RP

Yosmet was created in YE 2 by a complete and rather freakish accident involving a security guard and an
abominable amount of booze and fascination with buttons. Safe to say, Yosmet was soon sent in for basic
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education and training; so eager to get to Boot Camp in Funky City, Yosmet was that right after basics
grad he literally picked up the hover bus and jogged the entire way there. Quite surprised by the ID SOL's
display upon reaching the camp the instructors popped him right in on moving heavy equipment about
all the while explaining the use of what he was lugging from point A to point B ; which mainly consisted of
heavy support weapons and vehicles the likes of which had Yosmet proposing to in seconds.

Nearly five years would pass before an old veteran demolition known far and wide as 'Boomer' would
take quite a shine to the big fella and teach him the art of blowing things up and disabling them, as well
as operating the weapons he was always toting this way and that. Yosmet soon surpassed even Boomer
in skill, able to rig up a door buster in under three seconds and have that door cracked in under five.
Training soon came to an end and he was shipped all over Nep space on a variety of missions; mainly
escort duties and quite frankly…to blow a hell of a lot of things up as well as keep the peace with a well
placed round to the not-so-peaceful's face..or whatever…tentacle maybe? Anyways, on a mission that
involved zombie hunting through a low-on-power station; Yosmet came across a rather interesting find. A
book on Yamatai, a guide to be exact. As he was busy reading and somehow killing, he came to the
conclusion he wished to visit such a curious place for which the Neps had so much hate and anti-yada for.

Time past, veteran status was achieved and finally, finally; Yosmet requested to be discharged, much to
the shock of his superiors. When asked and given an honest reply, his ass was shot so full of tranq-juice
that he knew not diddly-squat til he woke on a salvage ship heading into Yam-space toward a station to
be exact to unload.

Discharged and alive, unsure at first what to do; he was swiftly approached mere minutes after getting
off the ship with an offer by a young neko of some rank to escort her about Pisces Station. Surprised by
the quick acceptance of his imposing physique; Yosmet himself accepted the offer and was soon to be
both escort and apparent bag boy to the neko much to his amusement. She was quite talkative and even
got his story; surprised, she informed him about the Star Army and how he should join. After escorting
her home and making sure to get directions, Yosmet was on his way…to a 'literal' new beginning. He was
to start as lowly infantry, his military file just simply vanishing; a shrug of vast shoulders and a smile was
the start of a new exploration and learning experience the likes of which would hit Yosmet like a grav
train.

Skills

Fighting and Physical

Absolute brute strength is Yosmet's forte; Growing more fierce with every blow landed and took. A tank
to be expected. While not immune to the impacts he is highly resistant and thus chooses to ignore the
pain inflicted upon him during battle. His choice of fighting style is rather simple at best, choosing to
close the distance and grapple his opponent in an attempt to crush the life from him.

Communications

Basic communications. Just don't ask him to encrypt anything. Ever! Surprisingly knowledgeable but not
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exactly fluent in a multitude of languages picked up from an old squadmate who use to drink with him
and a few nekos on Yamatai who decided to see if the big manly guy could speak Yamatai in his manly
tone.

Survival

Nepleslian Marines are expected to know how to survive and live off the land without resupply. Their
fourth month of training is spent teaching them the skills to recognize edible plants and animals, to catch
and prepare said animals, and how to navigate without electronics or a map. Marines are also taught how
to make a fire without any of the usual means as well as to survive in cold weather without a fire.

Specialty: Demolitions Training

Specialty: Demolitions Training A demolitions course is available for Marines looking to expand their
pyrotechnical abilities. It is a ten week course that is taught by experienced Marine veterans who know
how to work within and without the book. This allows Marines to learn the “appropriate” use for
demolitions and then pick up some tricks from the old hands. These Marines are trained in the use of
RX33 and the NA-W3302 Demolition Tool. Upon graduation from this course, they are awarded the title of
Demolitions Specialist.

Quite handy with explosives, Yosmet had literally taken written notes on the application of just the right
pop or the more boom the more doom as an old Veteran told himn. He is quite adapt at finding
weakspots in even the most impenetrable of defenses.

Inventory

Yosmet Crusher has the following items:

Star Army Standard Issue Items

Finances

Yosmet Crusher is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

OOC Discussion

Shall be worked on as I RP.
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